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"The challenge Cuomo deserves" is NOT coming from Cynthia Nixon's "smart and well
staged" campaign" -- & here's the PROOF --
constitutional-provisions.pdf; 3-23-15-2nd-supp-complaint-16th-cause-of-action.pdf;
9-2- 1 6-complaint-gth-cause-of-action.pdf; 8- 1 0- 1 7-open-ltr.pdf

TO: Harry Siesel/Daily News

Bravo on your excellent column "The chollenqe Cuomo deserves, as the Workinq Fomilies Portv cracks up, Cynthio Nixon
threatens". But you have it wrong. Cuomo has NOT gotten the "challenge [he] deserves" from Cynthia Nixon's "smart
and well staged campaign" - because it does not "threaten" the stdtus quo of "busted politics" and government
corruption, to which "progressive" Democrats have been collusive and seek to perpetuate to achieve their political
agenda, aided and abetted by a similarly agenda-driven New York Times. among so many others.

The PROOF? See my below March 29s e-mail to your colleagues of the Legislative Correspondents' Association, to
which Zephyr Teachout and The Times were recipients, entitled "CORRUPTION ALERT:

Nixon think the 'three/four men in a room' budget deal-making, happening now & behind-closed-doors. is
constitutional? How about The New York Times?". What is Nixon's answer? - and what is the answer of the Working
Families Party (WFP)? - both of whom you hope "hold on" to give us "a real election in the state".

As for the PROOF that WFP leadership knows it CANNOT support Cuomo for re-election because he must be INDICTED

for his "grand larceny of the public fisc" and other corruption - established, prima facie, by our citizen-taxpayer action
against him and by our corruption and ethics complaints that criminal and disciplinary authorities have been "sitting on"
since 2013 -- here's the webpage of my correspondence with it: http://www.iudsewatch.orslweb-
paqes/elections/parties/workins-families-partv.htm. ln addition to my August !0,2OL7 OPEN LETTER, attached above
and sent to WFP by the bottom-most e-mail on this chain, the webpage posts my January 24th e-mail to WFP Deputy
Direct Dahlia McManus, entitled: "Transforming the 2018 NYS elections - & WINNING the races for governor, attorney
general, & for legislative seats - with CANDIDATES WHO ARE NOT CORRUPT POSTURERS, for the benefit of ALL New
Yorkers", reflecting my phone conversation with her, and additionally posts my referred-to January 21st e-mail to the
New York Progressive Action Network on the same topic: "achiev[ingJ non-partisan, ANTI-CORRUPTION, good-gov't
reforms for the benefit of NY's 99%".

I am available to assist you, to the max, on this MAJOR story - "crack[ing] up" New York's demonstrably corrupt eight
"recognized" political parties - and the Libertarian Party: http://www,iudeewatch.orslweb-pages/elections/2017lnv-
parties.htm, forthe benefitof the "99Yo'.

Thank you.

Elena Sassower, Director
Center for Judicial Accountability, lnc. (CJA)
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